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1. Introduction

Aiming at ensuring business increase and profitability for their companies, managers adopted new business models and new business approaches. A significant role in all these changes is played by information technology that has substantially changed the way we are doing business today and has fundamentally changed the decision-making process and reshaped many professional areas. The companies are operating in an intelligent economy that produces huge streams of data impacting the business and decision-making processes. The changes induced by big data, cloud computing, mobile and intelligent devices and not lastly social platforms, just to mention some information technologies “on the wave” are significantly impacting the accounting profession. The IT environments, in which the companies are running the businesses and the accountant professionals are performing their daily work, redefine the professional profile of the accountants. The accountant professionals have to face the new challenges generated by digital services, artificial intelligence, cybercrime etc. The proper use of all new technologies brings huge challenges for the profession and reshapes the professional profile of the accountant enlarging the capabilities and skills to be achieved at individual level.

The accounting function acquires an important and critical role inside the company and the accounting profession is exposed to a continuous pressure in regard with its ability to permanently respond to the shareholders’ requests. The classical role of ensuring the accounting data processing and providing internal and external reporting is changing, the accountants being “left for more strategic roles” (Faye, 2013). It is expected that more time to be allocated to the data analysis aiming at emphasize the economic and financial trends of the company, to identify options for the decision-making process, better control the risks and, not lastly, budgeting and planning.

The unprecedented impact of the IT stream over the accounting profession raises new challenges and expectations for the profession. The complex information systems ensuring data processing, the change of the accounting data flows and processes (as for example ERP systems and cloud computing) require new IT and control skills. Data management and information security become an important issue for the accounting professionals. The new IT solutions implemented in the companies as well as the computing based solutions for the accounting professionals change the environment in which the accounting professional is working, his way of thinking and practice and, is providing also important advantages – ensuring accuracy, effectiveness and efficiency.

The auditors feel at their turn the IT impact. The auditing procedures and objectives register changes as a result of the complex IT environment created inside the client’s company and as a result of diverse IT audit software and mobile devices that are now
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part of the auditors’ daily work. The auditors’ thinking and procedures reshaped as a response to the new challenges. Auditing implies a deep understanding of the control environment, more and more IT-based in nowadays, that determine the auditors’ decision in regard with the nature and deepness of the tests and procedures applied.

In the last years, the mobile devices and, especially smartphones and tablets, have exceeded the number of laptops and desktops. These mobile devices became significant instruments in the professional and personal life. In the business environment, the use of mobile devices and specialized applications offered important benefits as for example: high speed connectivity with the clients and employees, unlimited access to information, a closer collaboration between the actors in the business environment, new products and services delivered, improved and more accurate information provided for the decision making process. The companies that are proactive and prove strategic orientation to the new information technologies face better the competitive challenges and succeed in their effort to grow future opportunities. “Many technologies considered emerging – like cloud and mobile solutions – are quickly becoming mainstream” (Wolters Kluwer CCH, 2013:10). The professional use of mobile devices, and here is a significant increase of the BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) trend, induces not just significant advantages but also new problems and concerns regarding sensitive data security. Not all the companies proved real awareness regarding data security in the context of BYOD swift. Nowadays it is observed the extended professional use of m-devices like tablets and phones in social media. The more active ones are the young professionals. The vast majority prefers to act as “listeners” rather than “contributors” (INSIGHT, 2015). The international surveys emphasize that accountants are using social media aiming at remaining in contact with their professional network, keeping up to date with professional issues and sharing knowledge (idem).

The same trend of integration of the mobile devices it is observed in the educational environment. Next to the e-learning concept it is now more referred the concept of m-learning defined as a complementary form of learning, adapted to the digital era, offering direct access to the information with no space and time limit. The opportunities offered by m-learning are useful for the student’s formation and also for the live long training of the professionals. The Romanian as well as the south-eastern European scientific literature are scarce in regard with mobile use for accounting profession and training. Increased interest on m-learning has been revealed by the literature review on the Asian and Anglo-Saxon academic space. In this regard the authors’ research provide significant insights aiming at motivate and stimulate the mobile devices use in the accounting professional life and the academic and long life accounting training.
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The present research is part of a wider research project initiated five years ago aiming at analysing and tracking the evolution of the accounting profession and the imperative requirements raised by the profession for the accounting students training through the university studies as a result of the IT deep emerge in the accounting professional life.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a discussion on the IT role and importance for the accounting profession and to raise the awareness on information technology dimension in the field and on the need for a more adequate training, using all new approaches and devices (mobile devices inclusively), in the benefit of the future professionals as well as for the certified accountants and auditors.

2. Literature review

2.1. The accounting reshaping in the digital era

The constant and sometime unforeseeable evolution of the global society inducing the dynamic of the professions, accounting inclusively, imposes permanent update of the universities’ curriculum. The professional challenge is significant and the accounting aspirants have to face complex professional requirements. The Association of American Colleges and Universities signalled since 2007 that the new generations of graduates “need a cross-disciplinary knowledge, high level skills, an active sense of personal and social responsibility to apply knowledge to complex problems” (AAC&U, 2007:3). In this respect, universities cooperate with the professional bodies and recruiting companies aiming at revise the graduate attributes. As McCabe states, “graduate attributes are the qualities, skills and understandings the university community agrees its students should develop during their time with the institution” (McCabe, 2010: 1). Those graduate attributes have to cover technical knowledge specific for the accounting profession and a diverse set of skills providing all together the professional basic foundation for the future accountant making him prepared to face not only the present challenges but also to permit its professional development for the next 30-40 working years. The IT skills and knowledge and the critical thinking are new learning coordinates in our opinion. In this context the universities should find the right answers at least two imperative questions: (1) What the accounting student should know?; (2) How he should learn? Meaning which are the most appropriate approaches and technical (digital inclusively) means for accounting learning.

The accounting and financial professionals’ work is performed today in a highly computerized environment. This new professional context implies extended IT abilities and skills for the accountants, changes in their thinking and work methodologies and procedures, new analytical skills and relevant information
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security knowledge. The entire accounting professional profile has been changed and this process will continue.

If traditionally, accountants analysed only historical data, nowadays they need to investigate a larger field - big data - and to gain extended skills and knowledge to explore this endless and permanently renewing source of data. “As big data accelerates the process by which business reimagines itself, so the accounting and finance professionals will have to start to reinvent themselves” (Faye, 2013: 8). Information technology in general and big data in particular will reduce the time spend by accountants for collecting, validating and processing (classical processing) data and enlarge the time spend for analytics procedures delivering business insights and stronger risk assessment changing the accountant role inside the company. Nga and Mun consider that the role of the accountant needs to be transformed from the “classical one” to a controller and moving onward as an enabler and co-creator of organizational value (Nga & Mun, 2013). The future accountants “have to be prepared for a more engaging role as leaders and partners of organizational change” (Nga & Mun, 2013: 503).

Specialists, clients and business managers positively appreciate the increasing usage of the mobile devices in the business and accounting field. Statistics emphasize that smartphones and tablets selling increased significantly from 11.8% in 2013 to 16.5% by 2017, and smartphones will increase from 59.5% to 70.5% (Columbus, 2013). The mobile workforce registered constant increase as a result of the BYOD wave being estimated at 1.3 billion in 2015.

Peters (2007) appreciates that the usage of the mobile devices in the business environment conducted to increased efficiency by flexibility, speed and access to the information for the businessmen at global scale, an increased satisfaction for their users, improved conditions for data storage and the associated back-up, “saving of time and money and creating greater responsiveness to change” (Peters, 2007: 9).

Today, mobile devices like smartphones, tablets, notebooks etc are vital instruments for the all accounting professionals providing the needed junction between their work and day-by-day life. These technologies will reinvent work and the workplace, allowing greater flexibility around when, where and how work is done. Being onsite will become much less important, and these tools will enable, and often require, anytime, any place work” (INTUIT, 2011: 6). In the same time it can be observed that the decrease of the time needed for accounting and financial data collection and validation has ensured increased analysis opportunities in the benefit of the clients and the mobile devices integration has generated a higher degree of work’s flexibility and a more ample interaction with the clients. This context of mobile device insertion in the professional work ensuring connectivity and availability “at anytime and anywhere” raises the potential risk to loose “control over boundaries between work...
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and personal activities” (Cousins & Robey, 2015: 37). This is an important issue that should be researched being a significant gap in regard with the negative and unpredictable impact of mobile devices.

2.2. Mobile devices in the accountants’ education and training

The changes induced by the new information and communication technologies had a significant impact over the education and training systems. It is observed an evolution from the traditional approach to new ones as for example e-learning and m-learning approaches. Nowadays the potential of Internet is exploited by implementing blending learning not only by the universities but also by specialized training companies, accounting field being one benefiting of the new approach. Blended learning is generally positively perceived by students and ensures timeless access, time saving and induces lower costs of education. There are also drawbacks, the most important one being the lack of indirect contact with the teacher and, by consequence, being unable to ask questions on regular basis (Grabinski et al., 2015). In the context of e-learning expansion, m-learning became a “natural” step forward. The literature offers a large set of definitions for m-learning. Some authors consider m-learning as an extension of e-learning characterised by the usage of mobile devise. “A new stage of e-learning having the ability to learn everywhere at every time through use of mobile and portable devices” (Georgiev et al., 2004 cited by Akour, 2009) or „E-learning that uses mobile devices and wireless transmission” (Pinkwart et al., 2003 cited by Akour, 2009). Some other researches emphasize another important characteristic of m-learning system: getting access to the information in any time and location (Kutluch & Gulmez, 2013, Cheon et al., 2012) hereby maintained the advantages of e-learning unanimously appreciated by the students. The arguments for this point of view stay in the mobile device properties: “(a) portability: mobile devices can be taken to different locations, (b) instant connectivity: mobile devices can be used to access a variety of information anytime and anywhere, and (c) context sensitivity: mobile devices can be used to find and gather real or simulated data” (Ben Moussa, 2003; Churchill & Churchill, 2008; Klopfer et al., 2002; Sharples, 2000, cited by Cheon et al., 2012: 43). We also retain the opinion emphasizing that portability, social interactivity, context sensitivity, connectivity and individuality (a „unique scaffolding that can be „customized to the individual’s path of investigation”) „produce unique educational affordances” (Klopfer et al., 2002 cited in Peters, 2007: 3).

Akour (2009) considers technology as a significant component of the m-learning system: the infrastructure, the mobile devices applications’ interface, and the quality of the service represent characteristics with significant impact over the m-learning system. Aiming at completing the definition of the m-learning paradigm it should be added next to the technical component, the content, the curriculum design, and student learning styles. The m-learning system offers flexibility (the trainee decides
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when and where to study), availability for the persons with diverse disabilities, ensures interactivity by providing an easier cooperation and communication between trainees; stimulate the interest for the studied topics and increasing the efficiency of the learning process. The advantages offered by m-learning facilitates its promotion in the academic teaching process as well as in the accounting professional area aiming at improve live long training. There are also disadvantages induced by the technical characteristics of m-devices: limited memory, small screens, need for battery recharge, loosing Internet connection in the areas with limited access, use of files with special format. M-learning has different parameters comparing with e-learning and also t-learning (tablet learning). That imposes the learning materials adaptation in regard with the learning device. Aiming at providing useful learning materials, they have to be adapted “for delivery from “e” to “m” and, now, from “e” to “t” and from “m” to “t” “(Little, 2013: 29). Tablet use in learning purposes is increasingly accepted being also a device used in work environments. The advantages brought by tablets are: light, “easy to transport, and have an interface capable of integrating all inputs and outputs” (Burford & Park, 2014: 622).

The students’ interest for m-devices use in the learning process emphasized that students are “digital natives”; they natively speak the digital language of computers, handheld devices, and the Internet”. In opposite, the professors manifested a reticence for the use of mobile devices (Derakhshan, 2009). In this context, the m-learning has the potential to increase the students’ interest for study and, on the other hand implies the professors special training in this regard so that the learning materials to be adapted to these new requirements.

Al Fahad (2009) studied the King Saud University students' attitudes and perceptions towards the effectiveness of mobile learning. His conclusions underline that the majority of the students, subjects in his study, considered that the wireless networks increase the flexibility access to the educational resources and the students’ implication in the educational process is also increased. Al Fahad also emphasized that students’ engagement in the learning process was affected in multiple ways: behavioural, intellectual and emotional. Kutluk and Gülmez (2013) have analysed the mobile learning perspective in the case of students taking accounting lessons. They retain the students’ positive attitude in regard with mobile devices’ integration in the learning process as a result of the ease of use and flexibility in research and homework tasks.

Several studies emphasize the m-learning disadvantages, analysed from technical, psychological and pedagogical point of view. Technically, the limits are induced by factors like: screen dimension and low resolution, inadequate memory, slow network speeds, and lack of standardization and comparability (Haag, 2011; Huan et al., 2008; Lowenthal, 2010; Park, 2011; Wang & Higgins, 2006; Wang et al., 2009 cited by Cheon et al., 2012). The psychological limitation is exemplified by the hedonic
use of m-devices such as texting with friends, listening to music, and checking social network services (Park, 2011; Wang et al., 2009 cited Cheon et al., 2012). The students less focus and class disruption induce the pedagogical limitations.

Being registered a gap in the research in regard with the Romanian students' perception on the m-devices use in their training and future professional life, the authors perform an empirical study, the findings and conclusions being synthesized in the chapters below.

3. Insights in mobile devices perception of Romanian accounting students – An empirical study

3.1. Methodology

The authors' research had two coordinates: a qualitative one aiming to identify the tendencies, priorities, objectives in accounting profession as a result of the information technology penetration in the companies' processes and accountants' work and a second one aiming at performing an empirical study in regard with the accounting students preparedness for the professional life in the context of the significant changes imposed by IT impact and especially by mobile devices. The research imposed the literature review of existing studies performed worldwide in regard with the accounting changes and new requirements as a result of the IT impact, and surveys performed by prestigious international organizations regarding the evolution of accounting profession in all its aspects and fields of action. The authors investigated the scientists and academics' research on the topic and retained their opinions and concerns that were synthesized in the previous chapters.

The empirical study was performed in 2016 aiming at investigate the accounting students':
- familiarity in regard with mobile devices
- opinion on mobile devices' use for professional purposes
- perception on ethical characteristics of an accounting professional.

Subjects of our study were the students of the Bucharest University of Economic Studies. We collected a total of 110 questionnaires, out of which we discarded seven. In our sample, 67% of the respondents are bachelors in Accounting and Management Information Systems and 33% master students in Accounting and Management Information Systems and Finance and Banking. 85.4% of the respondents were female, reflecting the characteristic of the students' structure in the Bucharest University of Economic Studies. The questionnaire included 10 items, and we conducted the data analysis starting from the following questions:
1. Are the accounting students aware of the IT importance for the profession?
2. Are the accounting students familiar with mobile devices use?
3. Do they appreciate the adequacy of mobile devices for the accounting work?
4. What are the usual activities performed on mobile devices by the accounting students?
5. Which are the accountant professional most important characteristics?

The study results and conclusions are presented in the chapter below.

3.2. Results and discussions

The study emphasized the students' awareness on the need of mobile devices use in the professional life. 92.2% of the respondents consider very important the use of mobile devices the most appreciated being the laptops followed by tablets, notebooks, iPods and PDAs.

![Figure 1. Types of mobile devices used by accounting students](image)

Based on the responses, we conclude that the students are using a diverse set of mobile devices; just 13 out of 103 declared that they are not using mobile devices (7 bachelors and 6 master students). In the top of the respondents' preferences are the laptops and smartphones. We detailed our analysis on the main groups of respondents: undergraduates and master students.

We investigated which are the mobile devices used by the undergraduate students. 44.12% declared that they are using just laptops, 11.76% are using smartphones, and just two students are tablet users. 32.35% of the undergraduates have in daily use two mobile devices (mainly laptops and smartphones), 10.29% are using three mobile devices and just one student is using four mobile devices (laptop,
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smartphone, tablet, and notebook). Seven students did not mention a mobile device in their daily use, and two-mentioned PCs (device that cannot be included in mobile category).

In the master students' sample, 45% are laptops' users out of 48.58% that declared that are using one mobile device. 34.28% are using on daily basis two mobile devices, 6 students out of 35 did not mention a mobile device and 2 master students mentioned PCs as a mobile device.

Table 1. Number of devices used by student

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 mobile device</th>
<th>2 mobile device</th>
<th>3 mobile device</th>
<th>4 mobile device</th>
<th>No mobile device</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduates</td>
<td>45.6%</td>
<td>32.35%</td>
<td>10.29%</td>
<td>1.47%</td>
<td>10.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master students</td>
<td>48.58%</td>
<td>34.28%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The responses reveal some important information: the students are mobile devices users in an overwhelming majority. In the top of preferences, for both undergraduate and master students are the laptops and smartphones. 17 students (16.5%) out of 107 did not mention a mobile device or indicated PCs. In our opinion, these 16.5% of the sample don’t have a correct understanding of the concept of mobile device. We consider that more detailed training on mobile devices topic is needed aiming at clarifying the m-device concept, the specific characteristics, functionalities, advantages and disadvantages and how these devices can be integrated in the accounting systems and work.

There are mobile devices that are not frequently used as for example tablets, notebooks etc. This situation can be explained in two ways: the students did not feel the need to use these kinds of devices (they are not aware of the devices capabilities or they really don't find these devices useful for their use) or there are financial constraints determining a certain priority in the mobile device purchase. If we correlate the students’ answers on the use of mobile devices with the ones regarding the purpose of mobile device use, there is an evident correlation. As long as the students are using the mobile devices for collecting information and communication, the laptops and mobile phones are providing the needed capabilities. That is why, more theoretical and practical study cases are needed aiming at provide information in regard to the m-devices utility and capabilities.

The respondents’ use of mobile devices on daily basis aim activities like collecting information (94.68%), communication (86.17%), information share (63.95%), and collaboration (62.33%). 32.35% of the undergraduates and 34.28% of the master students declared that they spend, daily, the same time for all the above mentioned activities. The fact that collecting information and communication are on the top of
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preferences is not surprising and confirms the results from the authors’ surveys on previous graduates’ generations. It remains the problem of selecting the information from credible sources, on this topic being room for training improvement. It is encouraging to see that 62.33% of the respondents consider mobile devices as providing collaboration support. The profession itself imposes collaboration and support for the work group and mobile devices are appropriate in this regard.

![Figure 2. Accounting students' preferences for m-devices activities on daily basis](image)

We also wanted to investigate the students’ perception in regard to computing skills needed by the accountants. 96% of the respondents considered the computing skills as very important and important. Just 2 respondents considered the computing skills as being not important. In our opinion, this correct perception of the majority of respondents is sustained by the coherent and well-balanced set of IT courses included in the Faculty of Accounting and Management Information Systems’ curriculum. The theoretical basis and, very important, the practical abilities and skills acquired in the IT classes, in regard with accounting and auditing issues, determined the students’ awareness on IT knowledge related to the profession. This IT fundamentals will offer a solid base for further developments and will ensure their proactive approach towards new information technology use in the profession. Being familiar with mobile devices and understanding the advantages brought by these technologies, the students agreed on the utility of mobile device use in the accounting profession.

We investigated the students’ opinion in regard to the social media use in the accounting profession. 97.17% of the respondents recognised the social media utility...
for the profession. The main declared scope was to collect professional knowledge (55.34%). Getting new clients represents the second motivation (34.95%), and lastly, knowledge share was indicated by 33.98% of the respondents. Our findings corroborate with previously researches in regard with Romanian accounting students preferences for the use of social networking and the opportunity of their use for the professional developments (Stanciu & Aleca, 2012). The authors’ survey results are also in line with the international surveys on the same topic, indicating a passive attitude (preferring to collect new information and knowledge then sharing ones). These responses are correlated with the ones reflecting the students’ preferences in regard with the mobile use, when they indicated as first preference the information collection.

We wanted to see the students’ perception in regard with mobile devices use in the learning process. The advantages offered by mobile devices analysed were interactivity, user satisfaction, efficiency, flexibility, and availability for persons with disabilities. The most students’ options go to efficiency, interactivity and flexibility (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Interactivity</th>
<th>User satisfaction</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduates</td>
<td>35.29%</td>
<td>7.35%</td>
<td>33.82%</td>
<td>22.06%</td>
<td>1.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master students</td>
<td>25.71%</td>
<td>2.86%</td>
<td>51.43%</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
<td>5.71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Social media use in profession
Taking into consideration the survey’s targeted subjects, undergraduates in the 3rd year of study and master students, we investigated which are, from their perspective, the most important characteristics for an accountant. Our analysis was performed on three layers: ethics (with the following characteristics: honesty, integrity, trustworthy), professionalism (with the characteristics: professional, intelligent, wise, specific abilities) and leadership (with the characteristics: charismatic, model for others, good communicator, good listener, good organizer, high influential). On the ethical layer integrity and honesty were the most appreciated. On the professionalism layer, the accountant professional profile and his intelligence were most appreciated. Less importance was allocated to wisdom and specific abilities. We believe that the respondents’ limited experience in professional life explains their options; as long as for example wisdom is a characteristic that usually is put in relation with mature generation. In the respondents’ view an accounting leader should be a good organizer, demonstrating good communication skills and being a good listener. His power of influence is appreciated to be more important rather than his ability to be a model for others and his charisma.

The data analysis emphasizes that on the professionalism layer the most appreciated characteristics by the undergraduates and master students were professional and intelligent and for the leadership layer: good organizer and good communicator (figure no. 5).
The graphic shows that the respondents (both the undergraduates and master students) correlate the professional characteristic with that of good organizer for the accounting leader.

Or the ethical layer there are differences in the subjects’ opinions: the most appreciate by the undergraduates (54.41%) is honesty and by the master students the trustworthy (42.86%).
It was very important for us to see the undergraduates desire to apply for an accountant position. 66 out of 68 Accounting and Management Information Systems undergraduate students declared they option for an accounting career. One respondent declared that he wishes to apply for a programmer position (this being in line with the faculty speciality - Accounting and Management Information Systems). Just one undergraduate declared that the accounting profession is not in line with his profile and, as a consequence, he is going to change the professional path.

Following the questions representing the initial starting point of our investigation the authors can conclude that:

- The students are aware of the importance of IT knowledge for the profession and consider mobile devices useful for their future work;
- The students are daily users of laptops and smartphones, and less oriented towards tablets and notebooks.
- There is room for better training in regard to the mobile devices capabilities aiming to enlarge their use for more diverse activities in accounting activities.
- Social media is considered important for the profession but the students prefer a passive role.
- Mobile devices use in training and learning is appreciated for the flexibility and efficiency provided.

4. Conclusions

The accounting profession continues its renewal facing the IT wave aiming at remaining in line with the companies’ and society requirements. This process is continuous and implies deep changes in the accounting professionals’ profile and work. New skills, knowledge and abilities are required nowadays. The accountants’ work, in all the areas of the profession, is changing not only at the level of means and techniques used but also in its content and role. New developments like cloud computing, big data, mobile devices are impacting the accountants’ work and way of thinking. The huge stream of data, which is increasing day-by-day, should be well managed, store, processed and secured and the accountants have to adapt their work to the new IT environment. The changes in the accountant work determine a significant swift in regard with the accountant role in the company. He is now more implied in planning and strategic tasks and is a partner of organizational change.

The attention provided to the mobile devices is sustained by the significant advantages: flexibility, connectivity, portability, and ease of use. The other side of the coin emphasizes important concerns in regard with data security and the risk to lose control over boundaries between work and personal activities. Strong security and data processing policies next to improved organizations’ culture and employees’
training will facilitate the right integration of mobile devices in the accountants work and training, making possible the maximization of the IT resources effectiveness and efficiency. The authors' research emphasized the Romanian accounting students awareness in regard with the utility of the m-devices in the profession and their “native” ability in m-devices’ use. Their preferences in regard with m-devices use are centred on communication and data collection. Social media represents one of the most important coordinates in the students’ daily m-devices’ use. Social media is perceived as very important for the professional life facilitating knowledge acquisition and providing visibility in the professional life and, by consequence, increasing the chance to enlarge the client portfolio.

The authors’ research covers an area less investigated in the Romanian and south-eastern Europe and fills a gap in the Romanian literature in regard with this topic. The purpose of this paper was to develop a discussion on the IT role and importance for the accounting profession and to raise the awareness on the mobile devices use in the benefit of the accounting professionals work and training.
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